Mopeds are two-wheeled vehicles that do not exceed a speed of 30 mph and have engines smaller than 50 cubic centimeters. Any vehicle that exceeds these parameters is considered a motorcycle. **Mopeds and motorcycles both require DMV registration and a Duke ("MRC") parking permit.** Motorcycle stalls and specially designated moped parking areas are available across campus, many of which have special racks for securement. If and only if moped parking is full, mopeds may be parked in or alongside bike racks unless expressly prohibited. No motorized vehicles are allowed in Duke Gardens or Abele Quad.

### A Visual Guide to Parking Your Moped at Duke

**DO** lock your moped to a moped parking rack.

DO park next to a bike rack unless signed as prohibited.

DO park like a motorcycle on a street where moped parking is permitted.

### DON’T

DON’T block rack access for other users. Instead, lock your moped to the side of the rack, or position your moped courteously if sides are taken.

DON’T block pedestrian walkway or wheelchair access.

DON’T ride your moped on the sidewalk. Instead, dismount and walk your moped.

---

**Duke Parking and Transportation Services**

(919)684-7275 | tranpark@duke.edu | parking.duke.edu/moped
Moped & Motorcycle Parking at Duke

View moped and motorcycle parking areas online at maps.duke.edu

Upper Allen Lot (moped and motorcycle)
BioScience (moped)
Bryan Center Garage
Edens Drive
Fuqua Gated Lot (motorcycle only)
Fuqua Rear Entrance (moped only)
Fuqua Staff Lot (moped only)
Hock Plaza Garage
Gilbert Addoms Lot
Medical Center Parking Garage II

Medical Center Parking Garage III
Medical Services Lot (motorcycle only)
Phytotron Building
Physics Building (rear entrance at Science Lot)
Research Drive Garage (Research Dr entrance)
Southgate Lot
Telecom Drive at Fitzpatrick Building
Towerview Dr at Gross Hall/Duke Law
Wannamaker Dorm Ln